PDC Plan
For Emergency
Management
Services

“

PDC Plan is an all-in-one IT solution for
cost-effective process and resource
management. The solution aims at emergency
medical service (EMS) companies with a
need for effective workforce and equipment
management

Your business is based on
providing assistance
to the generalpublic in medical
emergencies – 24x7x365
The traditional view of EMS as simply transporting patients
to Your business is based on providing assistance to the
generalpublic in medical emergencies – 24x7x365. The
traditional view of emergency medical services as simply
transporting patients to hospital is no longer accurate. Often,
you do much more than this. Many of your staff have the skills
to save patients’ lives or other specific skills required in an
emergency situation.
Whether you are transporting people to hospital, or otherwise
providing assistance, you have some serious challenges
to overcome to continue providing a reliable and high
quality service. Resources are squeezed and commissioning
arrangements change.

It is a challenge to balance the contractual demands with the
costly, and scarce manpower and other resources. This is not
easily achieved. Not only do you need the proper staffing with
the proper qualifications available. You also have to be able
to manage and control the use of staff, vehicles and other
equipment towards the economically optimal outcome.
PDC PLan streamlines the entire staff and resource scheduling
process, which translates to better customer care, better work
plans and less overtime, less administration – while assuring
that all manpower needs are met and ultimately within budgets.

PDC A/S

PDC Plan

PDC A/S is a Danish owned company with more than 30 years’
experience in development and implementation of IT planning
and scheduling solutions.

PDC Plan is a primary solution for logistics management
and builds heavily on our expertise in the area of workforce,
agreements, regulations, financial and salary management.

Since our foundation, we have worked closely with various
industries to optimize and streamline their employee
scheduling. In many companies, the staff is a significant cost
and it is important to use the human resources as economically
as possible while all juridical and work-related conventions are
observed.

Having in mind that labor costs often account for a large share
of a business’s total costs there are great potentials in reducing
staff expenses and increasing profit by optimizing staff usage
and productivity. This is a main objective with PDC Plan!
PDC Plan is a robust system used by medium sized and large
businesses and organizations within different industries like
healthcare, retail, manufacturing and aviation. The variety of
business is your guarantee that PDC Plan will evolve continuously
and maybe inspire you with new perspectives of planning.
This Product Description explains roughly the planning
workflow and illustrates the many benefits it brings in terms of
cost effective and structured staff scheduling.

Key
Benefits
PDC Plan solves many tasks and problems for the
business, the planning officer and the individual
employee. With the ultimate goal of securing
preparedness the immediate benefits are:

Prospective
Overview

PDC Plan provides a prospective overview of the staffing situation and
supplies the information that affects planning in a clear picture, e.g. Gantt
and Histogram. Such a prospective, managerial overview increases the
ability to respond to changes in the environment and the market.

Increased Productivity
and Profitability

PDC Plan makes it possible to create a work plan that ensures the correct
staffing – i.e. the proper number of qualified employees in the right
place and time. A proper mix of staffing has a direct positive influence on
productivity and thus also on the profitability of the company.

Improved Service

Correct staffing means a higher level of service. Better service enhances
customer satisfaction and an emergency medical service provider it
ensures compliance with agreed contracts.

Labour Cost
Savings

PDC Plan helps the planner to optimize employees’ contractual working
hours. By utilizing the collectively agreed working hours optimally, you can
avoid expensive and undue overtime and unnecessary overstaffing.

Compliance with Labout
Regulations

PDC Plan handles hundreds of complex rules, labor agreements and
different ways of planning. PDC Plan guarantees fixed routines and a
standadized interpretation of rules - both in the individual company and
across national borders.

Reduced Absence
due Sickness

PDC Plan has features allowing employee involvement e.g. MyPlan, which
will be described later in this document. These features provide flexible
planning, substantial savings in administrative and labor costs, increased
productivity and improved service level. This results in higher employee
satisfaction, which increases responsibility and significantly reduces
absenteeism in the company.

Correct Payroll

PDC Plan ensures that everyone receives correct wages according to the
collective agreements. The system calculates the salaries and bonuses
that the employees are eligible to under the agreement and transmits these
calculations to the payroll system.

Administrative
Relief

PDC Plan integrates with HR, payroll and financial systems and provides
a coherent process from planning to payroll. PDC Plan gathers all the
information so administratively burdensome double registrations, double
births and drawer accounts are eliminated.

Useful Management
Information

It is easy to turn computed data into management information. It is also
easy to distribute budgets to the individual departments and collect key
figures retrospectively as well as prospectively.

What’s
Included
PDC Plan is a multi-user, client/
server system supporting
multiple sites and seasons. The
solution is highly configurable
depending on the requirements
of the individual company
Basic Data

Normally, basic data is set up once and is rarely adjusted.
However, some information that changes frequently, such as
personnel data, are often imported and updated automatically
from HR or payroll systems. This avoids unnecessary duplication
of information and errors involved. Most of the basic data is date
driven. This enables you to implement agreements with validity
going forward but also backward retroactively.

Staff

All staff to be planned or have their time registered must exist
in PDC Plan. Staff are entered with a number of required fields
e.g. salary number, name, address and date of employment.
Addi tionally, PDC Plan must know which department a person
belongs to and which collective agreement he applies to
for a given period. It is also possible to specify the person’s
qualifications. Staff data is typically imported and updated from
a payroll or HR system.

Equipment

All equipment (e.g. ambulances) used in planning must be
registered in PDC Plan. It is possible to specify requirements on
the equipment to be used for a certain task. E.g. vehicles vary in
size and may include different types of equipment. Some may be
intended for planned patient transport and accommodate more
patients, while others contain special equipment like stretchers
and advanced first aid equipment.

Organisation and Departments

Departments must be created with a name and an identification
to the payroll system. In addition, departments are placed
in a hierarchy that reflects the organizational structure of
the company. New departments and staff groups across the
organizational hierarchy are easily added.

Rules and Agreements

Rules and agreements are core parts of PDC Plan. They ensure
that work plans comply with labor rules, and that employees
receive the correct salary, e.g. bonuses for inconvenient hours
are calculated and paid for or alternatively calculated for timeoff-inlieu.
PDC implements a range of public, private and local agreements
according to your requirements. The “rules” also concern
the planning methods and your ways to optimize resource
utilization.

Accounts and KPI’s

PDC Plan counts everything in relation to the registrations in a
plan like duties, absence, etc. The system counts e.g. scheduled
hours, supplements, overtime, vacation hours, time-off-in-lieu,
sickness days etc. on a daily, weekly, monthly and yearly basis.
The system can be configured with various accounts for payroll,
and statistical purposes. Valuable KPIs can be derived from the
accounts such as earnings per task, per group and agreements.

Qualifications

To ensure that a person is qualified to handle a certain task
a set of qualifications can be set up. PDC supports entering
qualifications in a hierarchical setup, which makes it very easy
to maintain and operate multi skilled employees.

Basic Template Plans

It is possible to create basic template plans (recurrent plans) for
all or selected employees. The plan reflects a solid work pattern
across one or several weeks, which complies with all known
rules. Basic template plans are rolled out during planning for a
given period.

Integrations

PDC Plan integrates to a variety of systems such as HR, Payroll,
Finance, Dispatch and Clocking systems.

PDC Plan handles hundreds of
complex rules, agreements and
ways to plan - both in the individual
company and cross national
borders

User
Interface
PDC Plan includes a user-friendly graphical interface that supports the
common MS-Windows facilities like copy/paste, drag/drop, short-keys, etc.

The set-up is designed according to individual customer
needs. Users can adjust the setup further and create
customized ribbons, desktops etc. to fit specific needs for
each user.

Work Panes

Work Spaces

You can zoom in on the day and see details, or zoom out and
get an overview of several weeks and months within the same
workspace.

Upon opening of PDC Plan you see the ‘work space desktop’
with icons, each representing a specific function. Examples
of functions are: Roster Planning, Day of Operation, Employee
Requests, Holiday approval.

Workforce planning is the key task in PDC Plan. The screen
picture is an example of the work pane: Roster Planning. It
provides exactly the information and tools that the planner
needs to make a good roster.

Different types of roles give access to different types of
workspaces. The user has the opportunity to save his own
personal work spaces and change the setup so it suites him
completely.

01 / Tools

Tools are located at the top of the screen. For workforce planning, one needs
editing tools (e.g. insert / edit / delete duty, activity and absenteeism),
control tools (e.g. check payroll cost and labor rules) and calendar tools (e.g.
jump-to-week).

02 / Time Line

Time Line shows what day, week, and year you are working with. One scrolls
back in time to see realized plan and forward in time to see the future plan.

03/ Employees and
Qualifications

Employees and Qualifications are presented at the left side of the screen.

04 / Work Plan

Work Plan is presented with blocks illustrating scheduledshifts, tasks and
absence during the day, week or month.

05 / Task

The pane shows the tasks to be operated for the selected period. The color
on the tasks reflects the tasks status e.g. grey tasks are booked correctly
red tasks has an alert.

It is easy to insert, edit or delete, duties, activities and absence of a
plan. The plan can be edited directly in the graphic by clicking on the
blocks and by using standard Windows features (copy / cut / paste /
delete). Individual records or entire plans can be copied and pasted
with a few key strokes.

06 / Accounting / Totals

The right part of the plan gives an overview of the employee’s standard
time, time-off-in-lieu, overtime, holiday and payroll costs for a period. By
scrolling forward in time one sees how the balances evolve over time and it
allows you to stay ahead of the situation.

07 / Resource

The pane shows which tasks are assigned to each resource (employee or
equipment) for the selected period.

08 / KPI

KPI panes in this example show number of available and not assigned
employees based on their qualification skills + the sum of tasks which
are alerted. KPI´s could also be used to show resource utilization or other
useful calculations which will help the planner to know if any problems
or understand the quality of the roster planned at the moment. KPI´s are
calculated in real time.

Work
Process
Having customized setups of PDC
Plan you will acquire a seamless
work process going from longterm, mid-term, and short-term
planning through daily adjustments
to payroll and follow-up.

The all-in-one solution provides great administrative savings.
With all gathered basic data (about staff, agreements, counters,
etc.) the process of PDC Plan consists generally of four phases:

01
02
03
04

Employees call in sick. An ambulance breaks down. Replacements
and adjustments must be made without breaking work rules
and without jeopardizing the required preparedness.

Payroll Registrations

Planning
Execution of Plan
Payroll
Registrations
Follow-up and
Analysis

Planning

During planning, the schedulers prepare staff rosters for the
upcoming period - typically for a whole department or minor
predefined group of staff. Each employee will be planned with
a number of shifts, where the employee is “on duty”, and within
which tasks will be assigned either automatically or manually
by the planner.
The roster plans are based on contractual requirements with
specified preparedness and demands. Furthermore, scheduling
can be based on the employee’s wishes for work and time-off.
Once the plan is adjusted and ready to be executed it is
distributed to the employees. Either in paper form, via email/pdf
or via PDC Plan’s employee web portal MyPlan.

Execution of Plan

This phase relates to the period after release of a roster plan
including mid-term / short-term updates and changes as well
as the day-of-operation adjustments.
A need to make changes to the plan occurs regularly, and these
are continuously updated in the system.

Any changes to the employees’ performed working hours
according to planned hours must be registered in order to
calculate the correct salaries. This can be done in PDC Plans’s
employee portal “MyPlan” or through a third party clocking
system, integrated with PDC Plan. When registrations are
received and approved by the planner, PDC Plan calculates the
salaries and bonuses which then will be transferred to the
payroll system where the final pay-check is created.
The payroll system receives supplements and duty calculations
per employee for each payroll period as well as PDC Plan supports
the possibility for planners to perform duty adjustments to
already approved periods. All data registered in PDC Plan can
also be exported in order to be available for a customer data
warehouse.

Follow-up and Analysis

The primary output of the process are the work plans and
activity plans according to which the employees are working.
Additionally, you can directly from PDC Plan print various
management reports, statistics, etc.
Furthermore, this phase concerns monitoring and analysis: Are
we on budget on staff and equipment? Is the actual efficiency
rate higher / lower than expected - and why?
It is possible to monitor KPI’s at any time during the process
– even before the work is performed. PDC Plan also supports
export of data to MS Excel, data warehouses, dashboards, etc.

Planning

Long term planning is made for both employees, vehicles, etc.
It is imperative to forecast staff and equipment needs, well in
advance in order to reduce cost of your work plans.
The sooner you know your demands and requirements the
sooner you can prepare your production and avoid expensive
last-minute solutions. As soon as a contract demand is
announced you can start working on your plans. At the end of
the long-term planning phase you are ready to deliver roster
plans to the staff.

The ideal roster plan remains within the economic framework
(budget), manages staffing requirements, meets regulatory
requirements and employee wishes, is fair to all employees, etc.
This is what PDC Plan assist you with.
PDC Plan makes the prospective as well as the daily planning
simple by providing effective planning tools, search tools and
relevant information available in an understandable GUI.

PDC Plan alarms the planner in cases of
over-manning and under-manning.

Tasks are created to comply with the contracts and demands
are specified within each task. This way it is possible to ensure
that the contract is fulfilled, and that qualified employees and
the right equipment are available. Usually the demand for
employees and e.g. ambulances varies during the week, which is
easily handled in PDC Plan. Often, there is also a need for several
types of services e.g. – one for scheduled preparedness such as
patient transportation, and one for emergency preparedness.
Typically, a plan is made per department or a predefined group
of staffs. The planning is often based on templates for typical
work patterns (basic plans) and then adjusted to the specific
period.
Through the long term planning process employee are also
assigned to the overall tasks to be performed in order to
fulfil the contracts. Assignment to tasks is either performed
automatically or manually by the planner.
Roster planning with PDC Plan considers multiple factors
simultaneously:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Balancing manning needs
Equipment planning
Contracts and preparedness
Rules and agreements
Agreed work times
Employee preferences
Staff qualifications
Planned absence
Costs, budgets and KPI’s

01 Balancing Manning Needs

to be fulfilled by the insertion of a contract recurrence. Ad hoc
Tasks can also easily be created manually either through a
library of templates or simply manually on the day.

04 Rules and Agreemetns

One of PDC Plan’s principal tasks is to warn the planner if any
union or work related rules have been broken. PDC Plan warns
the planning officer either by a message that ‘pops up’ or by
strong warning colours on the screen.
PDC Plan manages hundreds of complex rules and agreements.
Some of the more general labor rules are built into the system,
while others are defined and configured in collaboration with
the individual customers.
Some agreements allow flexibility in relation to the employees’
working week in terms of scheduling a few more hours some
weeks and fewer in others. The important issue is that the work
hours balance over a given period of time.
PDC Plan gives the planner the necessary overview over long
periods and thus the opportunity to optimize employees’
contractual work hours. By flexible and optimal use of work
hours you will avoid costly and unnecessary overtime and
overstaffing.

Through the contracts and their tasks PDC Plan automatically
derive the number of employees needed with difference skills
and hence the planner can easily and at all times, compare if
the number of planned fulfils this requirement even before
employees are actually assigned to the specific tasks.

05 Agreed Work Times

The requirement can be expressed in many different resolutions
(e.g. minutes, hours, days, weeks).

Furthermore, PDC Plan supports employees changing agreed
work time through a period of time and will at all time keep track
that they work according to the work time for the actual period
planned.

The histogram in the picture provides the planner with a
good overview of the staffing situation, e.g. whether the staff
requirements to a duty, function or qualification are covered by
the plan or if there is a need for extra resources.

02 Equipment Planning

Most of the tasks often require a certain type of equipment,
e.g. an ambulance or other. PDC Plan supports planning
and handling equipment maintenance. Equipment can be
created with a variety of different setups and specifications in
combination with tasks, in order to make sure that the proper
equipment is always assigned to a certain task requiring this
piece of equipment.
Through overviews of equipment utilization it´s possible to get
insight into any periods available for maintenance of equipment
or an overview of the possible need to rent or purchase new
equipment in order to fulfil the required need.

03 Contracts and Preparedness

PDC Plan supports creation of contracts for preparedness which
have been agreed on. This can be for a specific area or the whole
organization and hence PDC Plan can automatically create tasks

In PDC Plan employees are registered with a personal agreed
work time, and hence the system constantly monitors in realtime that all employee don´t work overtime nor less time than
the agreed working time. If they do, alerts are raised.

06 Employee Preferences

Most employees appreciate the option to balance their work and
private lives. They want flexibility and influence on their own
working hours.
Workforce management with PDC Plan provides facilities
that support involvement of the employees. They bring many
advantages to both the employee, to the planner and to the
emergency company.
The employee can submit wishes for time off and for work
via PDC Plan’s employee mobile web portal “MyPlan” which
can be accessed either through PC through the internet, or a
Smartphone. These wishes are transferred to the planning
screen in PDC Plan showing all employees’ wishes. Now, the
planning officer may reject or approve the wishes in an ongoing
process.

By giving employees influence on their own work and by
involving them actively in planning you will achieve more
accountability, commitment, and less absenteeism.

Upon approval of a wish you will immediately see the results
on staffing. Can we cope during the holiday season or will we
have to call in extra staff? PDC Plan gives the answer, and helps
the planner to seek a replacement. In MyPlan, staff members
are able to see if wishes are approved or rejected. The MyPlan
solution are described in another section.

09 Cost, Budgets and KPI’s

07 Staff Qualifications

The roster plan shall be consistent with the company’s budgets
and financial KPIs. KPIs can be in terms of hours or cost.
PDC Plan makes it easy to communicate key financial indicators,
time budgets, payroll budgets etc. to the individual departments.
The figures are directly visible in the roster plan and thus
contribute to increased cost-consciousness in the individual
department during the planning process.

08 Planned Absence

Key figures and budgets can be imported automatically from
external systems, but can also be entered directly in PDC Plan.
These figures may be compared with the realized figures, which
are calculated by PDC Plan. Thus, the planning officer can always
see if the plan meets the economic objectives and the budget for
the department, or whether there is a need for adjustments.

Work plans created in PDC Plan takes into account the
employees qualifications. The system displays whether or not
all “important” qualifications are represented in a given roster
down to the minute, hour, day or week. You can even search for
employees with specific skills.

Work plans consider planned absences such as vacation,
sick leave and time off. By inserting absence into the plan the
available capacity is affected negatively. The capacity pane
gives the planner an overview of the staffing situation. Are the
staff needs covered, or should extra help be called in.

Execution
of Plan
PDC Plan handles the mid-term /
short-term plan and execution on
the day or week

Daily Adjustments

Upon release of a roster plan, the long-term planning phase
ceases and the Execution period commences. From now, PDC
Plan handles the mid-term / short-term plan and execution on
the day or week. On release of a plan PDC Plan automatically
saves a copy of the plan and what it looked like at the time the
plan was released and hence allowing the planner, at all time, to
compare the actual plan with the released.
There is an ongoing need for making changes to the plan and
these are continuously registered in the system. Equipment
break down, employees call in sick or are absent for other
reasons. Replacements must be identified or staff from other
departments may be borrowed.
Such ad-hoc matters are adjusted in PDC Plan, and the updated
data is immediately reflected in the plans or in any external
system integrated with PDC Plan.

Easy Absence Recording

When an employee reports sick this is to be recorded. By
registering it immediately an accurate picture is guaranteed of
the staffing situation on the day while absenteeism statistics
are kept up to date, statements for sick day reimbursement are
ensured, etc.

Prioritized Replacement Persons

Absence due to sickness often raises a need to find a replacement
person - but who? Frequently, the same colleague is being called
every time - he who is easiest to convince, and always offers an
extra effort. But, is he always the optimal person?
PDC Plan’s “call-in” list provides a prioritized list of employees
with the qualifications required for the job, and who complies
with the rules and agreements.
Perhaps an employee must be borrowed from another
department. PDC Plan ensures that accounting is managed
properly so that it is the borrowing department who ‘pays’ for
the employee.

Good Attendance Overview

“Has Peter registered for work?” It may be difficult to grasp in
larger organizations where the Planning Officer may not be
physically located in the same department or business.
If PDC Plan is connected to a clocking system it´s possible to get
that overview through PDC Plan’s built-in attendance list which
indicates who has not typed in at work in according to the plan.

The Planning Officer can then act with determination – to follow
up or call in a replacement.

Adjustments of Tasks

In case an employee calls in sick this is automatically reflected
on the task by an alert showing that the employee is absent. The
planning officer then reassigns the task for another employee
in order to make sure that the task has the required number
of employees assigned and the alert is then automatically
removed.
In case an existing task is to be updated or a new ad hoc task
should be created, such operations can easily be performed by
the planning officer directly within PDC Plan.

Dispatching

Dispatching within a rescue solution is not handled directly in
PDC Plan. PDC Plan supports facility to synchronizes information
about resources assigned to specific tasks to a dedicated
dispatch 3rd party system and hence make sure that data is
aligned between PDC Plan and the Dispatching system.

Payroll
Registrations
Once your staff receives their
roster plans and have performed
their duties PDC Plan calculates a
salary base for each
employee’s payroll

To calculate the correct payroll information any changes to the
planned working hours must be registered and consolidated in
PDC Plan. Afterwards, the plan can be approved for payroll and
at last the calculated bonuses and payments transferred to the
payroll system in which the final pay check is created.

It is possible to add an extra process ‘assignment to payroll’ if
salary data for audit reasons must be verified by a third person
before the final transfer to the payroll system. Data can either
be automatically transferred via batch jobs or by manual entry
into the payroll system.

Time Registractin - Clocking System

Post Adjustments

PDC Plan supports registration of employee actually worked
hours through many different platforms such as Clocking
system or the PDC Plan Employee web portal “MyPlan”. Another
and simpler method is that performed work is manually typed
directly into the PDC Plan on behalf of the employees.

Consolidation of Records

Consolidation in PDC Plan is about time registrations being
compared and merged with the original plan - the originally
scheduled hours. It can be done entirely or partly automatically
and thereby save the planning officer a lot of time.
E.g., what is PDC Plan supposed to calculate if an employee
meets ½ hour before the scheduled meeting time? Will this
halfhour trigger overtime, flex-time or is it in fact unpaid work?
What will happen if employees register work in the middle of a
scheduled holiday period?
A consolidation rule in PDC Plan determines what is calculated
in various situations. Consolidation rules are configured for
each customer.

Approval to Payroll

Once the plan is consolidated or reviewed, it can be ‘approved
to payroll’, which means that data is ready for submission to the
payroll system.

After transfer to payroll data is ‘locked’, and any changes to
the transferred periods may result in adjustments to the data
transferred to payroll system.
These adjustments are easily made directly in the plan in PDC
Plan and automatically added the following month’s pay and
absenteeism transfer.

Integration to Payroll

PDC Plan integrates with many international payroll systems.
The system incorporates a variety of standard formats and
adapts easily to new payroll systems and -formats with special
requirements.
PDC Plan counts everything in relation to the registrations in the
plan, such as staggered hour’s allowances, overtime, holiday
hours, time-off-in-lieu, sick days and personal days. All these
counters are matched with codes in the payroll system and
easily transferred.

Communication
with Staff
Good communication between
company and employees are in
many ways extremely important
and valuable.

PDC Plan makes excellent facilities available that improves
communication both ways.
Starting with the employees’ entrance to influence their own
work and swap shifts with colleagues to recording the work
done, the PDC Plan employee web portal “MyPlan” is a great
asset at PDC Plan.
MyPlan can be accessed via the Internet and smartphones and
this is the employee’s entrance to PDC Plan. Here, the employees
are able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

See their own work plans and tasks scheduled
See both the historic and future schedules
See the department’s work plan and activity schedule
Register wishes for work hours and time off (e.g. holiday)
Register actual work hours, activities and absence
See their own updated balances for vacation, time-offinlieu, compassionate leave and the like

•
•
•
•

Send and receive messages to the planning officer via chat
Edit selected personal basic data
Swap shifts and tasks with colleagues
See and respond to wishes for tendered shifts

Experience shows that these
factors contribute to a better
working environment and greater
employee satisfaction.
Work plans are dynamic and schedule print-outs are soon
outdated. Offline balances for vacation and time-off-in-lieu do
not always provide realized figures when they are submitted
by the payroll office. A common situation that PDC Plan solves
effectively with MyPlan.

Follow-up
and Analysis
PDC Plan generates useful
management information that
can be used to follow up on all
organizational levels

Furthermore, PDC Plan includes a rich set of KPI’s that visualize
performance, expenditures and costs.
Calculated data can be viewed either directly on the screen in
various configurations, in fixed reports or extracted to a data
warehouse.

Reports

PDC Plan includes a number of standard statistics reports (work
plans, payroll reports, absenteeism statistics, hour reports,
etc.). For further information about reports, contact the PDC.

Lists

It is easy to get computed data from PDC Plan. Planning data
and compiled key figures can be exported to MS Excel as well as
data warehouse. For instance, the planned work hours, sickness,
overtime or temporary worker consumption per. department for
the coming period.

PDC Plan supports the facility to show data in lists which are
easily adjusted to fit a customized requirement for data to be
shown. Lists can either be shown on screen, exported to MS
Excel or automatically printed or exported to external systems/
databases through Windows scheduled task.

It is easy to compare realized figures with budgeted, such as
realized work hours vs. budgeted hours, actual effectiveness
ratios vs. budgeted efficiency rates. Additionally, you can easily
compare the original plan with the realized one. That way
you can explore explanations and use your experience in the
prospective planning.

Planning data and compiled key
figures can be exported to MS Excel
for further treatment.

System and
Administration
Registrations
PDC Plan supports Single Sign
on in accordance with Microsoft
Active Directory

Modules

Security and Users

During implementation it is decided which modules are activated.
Modules can be subsequently activated and deactivated.
Contact PDC for a complete module list.

Profiles are paired with the organization, so a user can have
different entries in different parts of the organization: Some
have access to plans of all or selected departments, others only
to his own department.

PDC Plan is an MS-Windows application. Besides the basic
system PDC RMS includes a number of additional modules
and the most important are: employee module (MyPlan), Cost
module, KPI module and Payroll module.

Languages

PDC Plan is available in nine languages and can be translated
into most other languages on request. It is also possible to adapt
the anguage in PDC Plan to include company specific terms.

Hardware / Software

PDC Plan communicates via ODBC to a central database (Oracle
or MS SQL). The system can be run on terminal servers, Citrix or
the user’s own PC. For further information about hardware and
software requirements, contact PDC.

Integrations

PDC Plan interacts with several other systems such as Pay¬roll,
HR, Clocking systems, etc. either via web services, file or table
based automated processing. For further information about
integrations, contact PDC.

Users of PDC Plan are created and assigned to one or more user
profile(s). The profile determines what rights the user has to
functions and data in the system.

PDC Plan supports Single Sign on in accordance with Microsoft
Active Directory. It implies that when the user has been
authorized within the company network on the computer from
where the user logs onto PDC Plan, then he/she can open PDC
Plan without entering user-id and password.

Logging

PDC Plan logs updates of the plan and changes in the basic data.
It’s easy to track who made which changes and when changes
have been made.

Project
and Support
PDC’s project managers and
consultants have many years’
experience in the implementation
of PDC Plan in various industries

Implementation

We want to inspire to efficient use of your resources and timesaving workflows through use of PDC Plan. We strive to give our
customers the best possible advice and coaching before, during
and after the implementation process.
During the implementation process we determine how to work
with PDC Plan in close collaboration with our clients and the
workflow is documented.

Training and Deploinment

Training and deployment is an important part of the
implementation process. PDC educates super users and
administrators, and teaching is always adapted to the
customer’s work processes and users. The customer is typical
responsible for the final deployment and training of end users,
possibly in collaboration with PDC.

Opperation and Support

PDC’s skilled supporters are ready by the phone Monday through
Friday and will help in case of problems and issues related to the
daily operation and use of the system.
PDC’s web-based Helpdesk ensures that all inquiries are handled
quickly and efficiently.
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DK- 2605 Broendby - Copenhagen
Denmark
Tel: (+45) 3636 0000
E-mail: pdc@pdc.com
PDC UK
PDC Aviation Ltd.
ViewPoint
Basing View
Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 4RG
United Kingdom
Tel: (+44) 7921 576166
Email: london@pdc.com

CANADA
PDC Solutions Canada Ltd.
1100-1200 West 73rd Avenue
Vancouver BC, V6P 6G5
CANADA
Tel: (+1) 604-675-8411
Email: vancouver@pdc.com

SINGAPORE
PDC Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Level 04-05
51 Changi Business Park Central 2
Singapore 486066
Tel: (+65) 6701 8567
Email: singapore@pdc.com

COLOMBIA
PDC Solutions Colombia SAS
Calle 100 NO 8A – 55 Torre C,
Of.207
World Trade Center
Bogotá, Colombia, 110221
Tel: +57 1 743 8319
Email: bogota@pdc.com

